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Introduction
Privacy is en vogue. Policymakers from Washington, D.C. to
Washington State are talking about it. They are holding meetings
and proposing comprehensive legislation designed to control
corporate access to, and use of, people’s personal information.

“Within the past few years, information,
and specifically information generated
by or about individuals, has become a
key driver for the American economy.
Companies from technology giants like
Google and Facebook to main street
stores have figured out how to monetize
information about individuals.”

Rather than solve a “privacy problem,” many of the proposed
and enacted legislation focuses on corporate behavior—what
corporations must do to collect and use data. While most state
proposals make it more difficult to collect and use information,
the laws do not operate as complete bars to the use and collec-

to consumers, or when it engages in conduct that harms con-

tion of data. The type of regulations proposed by some states

sumers such as failing to fulfill its terms of service.

will do little other than restrict the flow of information, constrict
the online marketplace, and ensconce incumbent platforms.

There is a need for a measured, informed discussion about the
roll information plays in people’s lives.1 Within the past few

Most states, and the federal government, already have a model

years, information, and specifically information generated by

for dealing with any privacy problem. The Federal Trade Com-

or about individuals, has become a key driver for the American

mission and state consumer protection regimes are already

economy. Companies from technology giants like Google and

well-equipped to protect consumers when a company fails

Facebook to main street stores have figured out how to mone-

properly to secure a person’s data, when it violates its promises

tize information about individuals.
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Platforms offer services or products people deem valuable. Peo-

cializing in protecting consumers. Those government agencies

ple are willing to exchange information in return for access to

may provide frameworks for companies so that the companies

mobile phone app GPS services, email, social media, and so much

can understand what type of conduct is likely to harm consum-

more. People are willing to generate information and share that

ers and the agencies can punish bad actors.

information on social media platforms. People willingly stream
their video game performances, create various types of videos,

None of this is to say that policymakers should do nothing. On

post their political opinions online, or share cute kitten videos.

the contrary, experts have pointed out some weaknesses with
current systems. The proposed solutions are diverse, from com-

Despite the benefits innovators are providing, policymakers

prehensive “privacy” legislation dictating what companies must

are debating how the government should regulate the flow

do and say prior to forming the business relationships to narrow

of information. Some policymakers and activists are calling for

laws addressing specific harms. Any decision made will impact

greater regulations, restricting what companies may do with

innovation, disruption, and the flow of information. Some deci-

information, how they may acquire information, and how they

sions have the potential to disrupt innovation and the flow of

may interact with consumers. The calls for regulation seem

information substantially, stopping them in their tracks. Other

bipartisan, with the political right and left both agreeing the

decisions will encourage innovation and disruption by providing

government needs to regulate “big tech” and its access to infor-

guardrails and regulatory certainty.

mation. Policymakers tend to justify regulatory proposals under
the guise of “consumer protection.” Yet, current proposals or
existing “privacy” laws focus on corporate behavior rather than
answering one essential question: What consumer harms are

What problem are Policymakers Trying to
Solve?

policymakers trying to prevent or protect against?2
Privacy is an ethereal term. The term tends to mean whatever
Policymakers should endeavor to protect consumers from

the speaker or activist wants it to mean.3 Because of its ethereal

actual, concrete harm while allowing the greatest flexibility for

nature, activists, academic, and others can use “privacy” and

innovators and the private sector. Existing consumer protection

propose any number of solutions without identifying a specific

standards provides flexibility, while providing innovators the

problem the solutions remedy.

space they need to create new products. This is not to say that
enforcement mechanisms are currently perfect, but that the
current methods of enforcing privacy rights are far superior to
prescriptive, comprehensive privacy legislation.
When thinking through the problems they are trying to solve,
policymakers should be guided by traditional American understandings of privacy, know how the timing of regulations may
impact the economy, and what other state policymakers are
proposing.
The timing of regulations will substantially impact the technology ecosystem. As will be discussed later, there are two different
approaches to the timing of regulations: Ex Ante and Ex Post. Ex
ante regulations—those prescribing actions—may be beneficial
when narrowly tailored to address specific privacy concerns.
Ex post regulations provide the most flexibility for innovative
industries, allowing for government oversight by agencies spe-
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“Policymakers should discern whether
‘privacy’ concerns are rooted in genuine
concerns for consumers or in social
distrust of the private sector.”
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Policymakers should discern whether “privacy” concerns are

leaves out the identity of the party collecting or using the infor-

rooted in genuine concerns for consumers or in social distrust

mation and the nature of the relationship between the entity

of the private sector—arguments that companies need to fall

collecting the information and the individual. Both these factors

under the thumb of government regulations because they are

— the identity of the party collecting information and the nature

“too large” or “grew too large” by exploiting people.

of the relationship — help address the problem policymakers

4

may be trying to solve.
Is the use of, or access to, data a real problem though? Should
those that support free markets and limited government cite the
monetization of information about a person as a problem? Are
policymakers looking at the relationship(s) between consumer

Historical American Legal Perspectives on
Privacy

and technology platform? Are policymakers considering thirdparty access to data, either provided by a platform or access

American understandings of “privacy” are vastly different

entirely independent from a platform?

from European conceptions. The American understanding primarily looks to government access to data about, or created
by, individuals.7 Americans also have certain expectations that

“Both these factors — the identity of
the party collecting information and
the nature of the relationship — help
address the problem policymakers may
be trying to solve.”

they will be left alone from unwanted intrusions into their personal lives.
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution
guarantees that every person will be “secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects against unreasonable searches and
seizures, shall not be violated, and that no warrants shall issue,
but upon probable cause supported by oath or affirmation…”
The Supreme Court has interpreted the Fourth Amendment as
providing citizens a “reasonable expectation of privacy”8 and

Each concern is different and ought to demand a different

protecting “people, not places.”9

approach. This article primarily examines the relationship
between companies and customers. Third party access to data,

This “reasonable expectation” of privacy, though, has some lim-

including the role of data brokers, is an entirely different matter.

its. For one, the expectation applies primarily, if not solely, to
government surveillance.

There is a plethora of discussions within the company-customer
relationship debate. Some argue that people should be able to

When an individual “seeks to preserve something

direct their privacy choices or otherwise own their own data.

as private,” and his expectation of privacy is “one

Some argue that big technology companies are misusing per-

that society is prepared to recognize as reasonable,”

sonal data or are profiting on personal data. Still others argue

we have held that official intrusion into that private

that the risk of identity theft is significant and that companies

sphere generally qualifies as a search and requires a

are not properly securing the data.

warrant supported by probable cause.10

The privacy debate is about access to information, specifically

The American ideas of privacy, while strongly rooted in limita-

information about people. “Privacy”, as aptly described by Neil

tions on government access to information, have some civil

Chilson, is “the result of a limitation on the collection or use of

application. Starting in the late Nineteenth Century and con-

information … [A] person has a degree of privacy when certain

tinuing to the early Twentieth Century, legal scholars and courts

information … about that person cannot be perceived or used

proposed, and started to develop, the “privacy” torts. In 1890,

by another entity.”6 While a great starting point, the definition

Samuel D. Warren and Louis D. Brandeis, who was confirmed

5
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as a Supreme Court Justice in 1916, co-authored a law review

claim, one must prove publication of private facts. “[T]he facts

article considering “whether the existing law affords a princi-

disclosed must be private facts, and not public ones. Certainly,

ple which can properly be invoked to protect the privacy of the

no one can complain when publicity is given to information

individual … .”11

about him which he himself leaves open to the public eye … .”17

Since, at the time, there were no “privacy” torts, Warren and

A few themes pervade the privacy torts from their inception to

Brandeis argued to extend some existing standards to protect

modern jurisprudence: publicity, matters made public would be

a person’s privacy. They relied heavily on principles of what

offensive and objectionable to reasonable people, and consent.

we would refer to today as “intellectual property” and to a

Consent vitiates any cause of action. If a person consents to the

lesser extent, contract law. From those principles, Warren and

use of his or her photograph in an advertisement, a cause of

Brandeis derived the “right of privacy,” which they defined as

action for appropriation of likeness cannot be maintained. Sim-

“the principle which protects personal writings and any other

ilarly, if a person consents to the publication of private facts,

productions of the intellect or of the emotions [extended to

even if those facts are highly embarrassing or may damage a

protect] the personal appearance, sayings, acts, and to personal

person’s reputation, actions for false light in the public eye or

relation, domestic or otherwise.”

unreasonable publicity cannot be maintained.

In 1960, by the time Professor William Prosser authored his law

The principle of consent applies to modern data collection,

review article,14 privacy law expanded to four categories, which

retention, and use. When users of social media platforms vol-

are still applicable today. Those four categories are:

untarily publish information about themselves, privacy torts do

12

13

not apply. When individuals voluntarily provide information to
•

Unreasonable intrusion upon the seclusion of another;

social media platforms so that others can access the information, the platform cannot be liable for the information posted

•

Appropriation of another’s name or likeness for commercial

by its user. Similarly, when a person posts information on social

benefit;

media platforms or other websites, he or she voluntarily publishes information about himself or herself; or when individu-

•

Unreasonable publicity given to another’s private life; and

•

Publicity that unreasonably paints another in a false light in

als voluntarily use search engines or sign up for email accounts
that costs no money, they voluntarily provide information about
themselves to in exchange for the service(s).

the public eye.

15

Publicity, as a theme, means just that. A matter is publicized
Since the law developed in the seventy years after Warren and

through a newspaper, online post, or other manner. It is pub-

Brandeis published their article, Professor Prosser was able to

licity of a private matter, something that places a person in a

analyze all four categories of privacy torts. As may be guessed,

false light, the use of a photograph for commercial advantage,

each privacy tort has unique elements. Each privacy tort is

or so on. Publicity would mean that the world would know, for

designed to protect specific interests for people.

example, of a private relationship or an unsavory fact.

According to Professor Prosser, for example, when discussing

The final theme that pervades the privacy torts is that of offen-

intrusion upon the seclusion of another, he noted for the tort

siveness. For the privacy torts to apply, the matter would likely

to apply, “that there must be something in the nature of prying

have to be offensive or highly embarrassing. Ordinary fact,

or intrusion… [and] that the intrusion must be something which

or at least average observable facts, are not actionable. “Any

would be offensive or objectional to a reasonable man.”

one who is not a hermit must expect the more or less casual

16

observation of his neighbors and the passing public as to what
Unreasonable publicity given to another’s private life, or pub-

he is and does, and some reporting of his daily activities. The

lication of private facts, has a couple elements. To establish a

ordinary reasonable man does not take offense at mention in a

6
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newspaper of the fact that he has returned from a visit, or gone

that the plaintiff “personally suffer some actual or threatened

camping in the woods, or that he had given a party at his house

injury,”22 that the injury be “distinct”23 or at least not “undiffer-

for his friends … .”18

entiated.”24

The privacy torts do not apply to the broader privacy discus-

In a 2016 case, the Court was asked to address whether a plain-

sion.19 Most platforms collect information about individuals

tiff satisfied the “injury in fact” requirement when he alleged

directly from the individual with consent, as part of commenc-

that the defendant disseminated incorrect information about

ing the relationship, or as individuals voluntarily post photo-

him.25 The Defendant, Spokeo, operated a “people search

graphs, status updates, opinions, documents, and so on.

engine.” The plaintiff alleged that, under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, he had a statutory cause of action against Spokeo. The

Neither Fourth Amendment jurisprudence nor common law

Supreme Court ultimately disagreed for several reasons.

causes of action help elucidate the current “privacy” debate.
The foundation certainly helps explain traditional American

The case has significant implications for the “privacy” debate as

understandings of privacy and why society values its privacy.

it was one of the first where the Court addressed the questions
of “informational injury” and standing as applied to the internet

“Reasonable expectations of privacy” apply to government

and computers. When the Ninth Circuit determined that Rob-

actions. The concepts behind it, though, explain why many

bins had standing, it noted that “‘Spokeo violated [Robins’] stat-

Americans simply want to be left alone. Some policymakers

utory rights …’ and, second, that ‘Robins’s personal interests in

cite the “desire to be left alone” as partial justification for reg-

the handling of his credit information are individualized rather

ulations that would create barriers companies must jump over

than collective.’”26

prior to the formation of relationships with individuals. Is the
mere collection and retention of data, though, a “harm” policy-

In so stating, the Ninth Circuit focused on the quality of the

makers should be citing?

information Spokeo was offering and how it was handled. The
Supreme Court refocused the discussion on whether Robins suf-

Evaluating Consumer Harm and the Timing
of Regulations

ficiently alleged an “invasion of a legally protected interest that
[was] concrete and particularized and actual or imminent, not
conjectural or hypothetical.’”27

Constitutional Standards for Harm
When trying to identify a problem to solve, policymakers may do
well to ask whether the supposed injury would be recognized by
federal courts. The Constitution limits federal court jurisdiction
to “cases” and “controversies” arising under the Constitution,
federal statutes, or treaties.20 Federal courts may also hear disputes between citizens of different states if other criteria is met.

“A legislative body may not supersede the
Constitution’s injury in fact requirement
by creating a right and conferring the
ability to sue to potential plaintiffs based
on that statutory right.”

When interpreting the Constitution’s “cases” and “controversies” standard, the Supreme Court has repeatedly held that
plaintiffs must establish “an ‘injury in fact’ [which is] an invasion
of a legally protected interest which is (a) concrete and partic-

A legislative body may not supersede the Constitution’s injury

ularized… and (b) ‘actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypo-

in fact requirement by creating a right and conferring the abil-

thetical.’” The concept of “injury in fact” both predated Lujan

ity to sue to potential plaintiffs based on that statutory right.

and the Court built on it afterwards. Some cases have required

“Article III standing requires a concrete injury even in the con-

21
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text of a statutory violation. For that reason, Robins could not,

occurs.”31 Neither approach is perfect. Both approaches have

for example, allege a bare procedural violation, divorced from

their advantages and disadvantages. One approach, though,

any concrete harm, and satisfy the injury-in-fact requirement of

tends to be more flexible which allows for technology to grow.

Article III.”28
Ex ante regulations “are almost exclusively a matter of conjecWhen looking at the enacted and proposed state laws regarding

ture.”32 When policymakers adopt an ex ante approach, they

privacy, several themes develop. Among the themes is a statu-

try to guess the negative externalities of a particular action and

torily created privacy right, which takes any number of forms.

command avoidance of them.33 Ex ante “regulation is imple-

Those forms include consumers’ “right” to consent to the collec-

mented before the external harm or benefit actually happens,

tion and use of their data, the right to know what type of data

usually around the time that important economic decisions are

companies are collecting down to the minutia of detail, the right

being made.”34

to correct inaccurate data, and the right to sue if companies fail
to follow the precise letter of the laws and proposals.

Examples of ex ante privacy regulations include California’s
Consumer Privacy Law (“CCPA”)35 and Europe’s General Data

Unclear is whether any of these rights recognize an injury in

Protection Regulation (GDPR). Ex ante regulations heavily reg-

fact.29 At least one federal court applying the Lujan and Spokeo

ulate what companies can do with information or what they

precedents has concluded that the mere collection and reten-

must do prior to collecting data from potential users. “In the

tion of data, even without the consumer’s express consent or

case of privacy regulations [ex ante], this can mean banning

knowledge, cannot be an injury-in-fact.

or fining certain information uses, requiring that private enti-

30

ties cease the use of information on demand, or mandating
The injury-in-fact standard should give policymakers pause to
reflect, again asking the question of “what harm are we trying to
solve?” Spokeo and Rivera simply stand for the proposition that
policymakers ought not focus merely address the collection and
retention of data, when identifying a harm.
The problems policymakers must identify, instead, should be the
collection and use of data, plus some other harm. In this, policymakers must choose: either the problem is corporate access to
and use of information about consumers, including information
the consumers voluntarily create, or something else like the risk
of identity theft, the risk that the data collectors may not employ
commercially reasonable security standards, that data collectors
obtain information about consumers by deceiving consumers
about the use of data, and so on. Depending on how policymakers perceive the problem, the solutions will broadly vary.

Timing of Regulations, Ex Ante or Ex Post?
There are two basic approaches to the timing of policies: ex post
and ex ante. Ex ante regulations are laws or regulations that
“take effect before the regulated actor’s conduct occurs” while
ex post regulations are those taking effect “after the conduct

8

“Both ex post and ex ante approaches
assume there is some market failure that
needs to be corrected. The question is
whether policymakers want to defer
more to market-action or governmentaction. Ex ante relies heavily on
government oversight while ex post defers
heavily to the private sector.”
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that private entities seek permission before rolling out new

Analyzing Existing and Proposed Laws

uses of stored information.”36
Complying with existing privacy laws reduces innovation, places
Ex post regulations are those regulations enforced after a

huge compliance burdens on companies, and subjects com-

violation or harm occurs. When policymakers adopt an ex

panies to litigation and potentially significant fines. The com-

post approach, they establish behavioral standards and then

bination of these factors favors incumbent providers, securing

act after consumers are harmed. Ex post regulation is imple-

market share for them by forcing potential disruptors and com-

mented after the external harm or benefit happens, which

petitors out of the market.

can be months or years later.
Many of the laws and proposals dictate what conditions must
Examples of ex post privacy regulations include the Federal

be present when companies and consumers make economic

Trade Commission’s (“FTC”) current approach to privacy and

decisions. In some cases, such as biometric information privacy

data security. When the FTC started exerting jurisdiction over

laws, the laws are supposedly narrowly-tailored to address one

online consumer privacy issues in the mid-1990s, it “initially

specific type of perceived problem. But even narrowly-tailored

encouraged self-regulation. Instead of the FTC creating rules,

laws may have unintended consequences with, for example,

the companies themselves would create their own rules, and

both Facebook and Google facing lawsuits for implementing

the FTC would enforce them. The FTC would thus serve as

facial recognition software.

the backstop to the self-regulatory regime, providing it with
oversight and enforcement.”37

California’s privacy law and all state privacy proposals would
establish a patchwork of privacy laws for people, companies,

Both ex post and ex ante approaches assume there is some

and others to comply with. While there are similarities between

market failure that needs to be corrected. The question is

the provisions, there are substantial differences. If one state

whether policymakers want to defer more to market-action

copies, word for word, the proposal of another state, there is no

or government-action. Ex ante relies heavily on government

guarantee that regulators or courts of those two states would

oversight while ex post defers heavily to the private sector.

interpret the provisions entirely. Because the laws and proposal

38

inevitably force companies outside the state to comply with the
Policymakers can use either the ex ante approach, the ex

standards — even if those companies barely do business in the

post approach, or a combination of both. There are examples

regulating state — it is unclear whether such regulations are

of narrowly tailored ex ante laws effectively protecting con-

permissible under the Dormant Commerce Clause.42

sumer privacy. Some of these examples include the Children’s
Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA),39 the Health Insurance

California and Europe, as well as many of the state proposals,

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA),40 and the Fair Credit

seem to operate from the perspective that the “privacy prob-

Reporting Act (FCRA).

lem” is rooted in the private sector. The laws focus heavily on

41

corporate behavior and establish fines, or at least ways to calThe timing of regulations may have significant impacts on inno-

culate fines, when companies fail to fulfill every jot-and-tittle of

vation, disruption, the flow of information, and a state’s e-com-

the law prior to collecting information about individuals.

merce marketplace. Comprehensive, ex ante prescriptions may
have significant negative externalities. Since the mid-1990s, the
United States has led in online disruption and innovation largely

Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation

because federal legislators chose to apply primarily ex post regulations to the burgeoning industry. Comparing the results of

Proponents of Europe’s GDPR claimed that the scheme would

comprehensive ex ante regulations in Europe with the existing

give “citizens more control over their personal information”43 by

ex post regulatory scheme in the United States may help illus-

limiting “tech firms’ powers.”44 The regulatory regime requires,

trate this proposition.

among other things, that companies “[a]llow customers to see
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Innovators are feeling the pinch, too. While many of them take
economic risks others would not, innovators are simply not will-

“Both European and American businesses
have spent considerable sums complying
with the regime. According to at least
one report, “British firms have now sunk
a combined $1.1 billion preparing for
GDPR” while their American counterparts
have spent “a whopping $7.8 billion.” For
American companies, that is $7.8 billion
spent on compliance that could have been
used to hire new engineers, reinvest in
research and development, or invest in other
capital projects.”

ing to risk running afoul of GDPR.48 Several small businesses and
innovators announced they would shutter European operations
when GDPR became effective including a mobile marketer, an
online gaming company, and a social network for classmates,
to name a few.49
Both European and American businesses have spent considerable sums complying with the regime. According to at least one
report, “British firms have now sunk a combined $1.1 billion
preparing for GDPR” while their American counterparts have
spent “a whopping $7.8 billion.”50 For American companies, that
is $7.8 billion spent on compliance that could have been used
to hire new engineers, reinvest in research and development, or
invest in other capital projects.
Not surprisingly, the companies that can most afford to comply with GDPR are the incumbent technology giants. They “are
better positioned to absorb the significant costs of compliance.”51 They are also positioned to reap the economic benefits
of a heavily-regulated market with one online advertising giant
seeing its market share in Europe increase from 50 percent of
online revenues to almost 95 percent the “first day after the
rules took effect.”52

California Privacy
California’s privacy law tries to mimic GDPR.53 The law, entitled
and delete the data that concerns them,” “[m]ake data policies

the California Consumer Privacy Act,54 is significantly flawed55

transparent to an average person (i.e. don’t hide privacy stuff in

and includes typographical errors given the short duration the

legalese no one reads),” and “[h]ire a Chief Data Officer in some

legislature had to debate and pass the proposal.56 Yet, despite

cases.”45 GDPR threatens significant fines for companies that fail

those flaws, many of the proposals introduced in other states

to comply with the rules, “up to 4% of its global turnover or $20

try to copy it.

[million] euros ($23.4 million), whichever is higher.”46
Because many state proposals try to copy California’s law, it is
Rather than promoting “privacy,” GDPR has restricted the flow

worth briefly summarizing what the law tries to do. According

of information to Europe, hampered innovation, and lead to

to Professor Eric Goldman, the law:

United States’ companies sinking millions, if not billions, of
dollars into compliance costs. Many United States’ newspapers

Imposes 6 new obligations on covered businesses:

either cut or significantly curtailed services to Europe, including

they have to make specified disclosures to consum-

the Los Angeles Times, the Chicago Tribune, and hundreds of

ers, provide consumers with a data erasure capacity,

local papers.47

provide consumers with data portability, allow con-
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sumers to opt-out of data sales (or opt-in in the case

State Biometric Information Privacy Laws

of minors), and not discriminate against consumers on
the basis of personal information. The law also creates

Most states have not adopted privacy laws. The debate is grow-

a private cause of action for certain data breaches.

ing as a number of policymakers have introduced proposals.
A few states have laws regulating what companies must do to

Similarly, proponents of the ballot measure that forced the legis-

obtain residents’ biometric information, including Illinois, Texas,

lature’s hand claimed the law would provide consumers the “1.

and Washington.

Right to know all data collected by a business on you, twice a
year, free of charge. 2. Right to say no to the sale of your informa-

Operationally, the three states typically refer to specific “bio-

tion. 3. … Right to sue companies who collect your data… if the

metric identifiers”, building the regulations around what com-

company was careless or negligent about how it protected your

panies can, or cannot, do with the information. The definitions

data … 4. Right to delete data you have posted …” and so on.57

vary from broad to specific. Texas, for example, defines “biometric identifier” as “a retina or iris scan, fingerprint, voiceprint,

While the privacy law tries to mimic GDPR, there are similarities

or record of hand or face geometry.”60

and differences. The International Association of Privacy Professionals compared the two laws and summarized the synergies

Compare Texas’s definition to Washington’s definition, which

and differences. The report noted that both the California law

is more comprehensive. Washington defines “biometric identi-

and GDPR “extend well beyond the physical borders of their

fier” as “data generated by automatic measurements of an indi-

respective jurisdictions.” Most of the differences, according to

vidual’s biological characteristics, such as fingerprint, voiceprint,

the report, relate to definitions and limitations. For example,

eye retinas, irises, or other unique biological patters or charac-

the definition of “personal data” is far broader in the Califor-

teristics that is used to identify a specific individual.”61

58

nia privacy law than for GDPR, but California does “not contain
data processing principles” or restrictions on what can be done

The laws range from prohibitive to permissive. Some experi-

“internally with personal data,” while GDPR contains, at least,

mentation is permitted in states like Texas, while companies

some limitations.

may be punished for trying new services in Illinois.62

Professor Goldman noted several problems with the law includ-

Illinois’s law entitled the Biometric Information Privacy Act63

ing that it “covers too many enterprises.” The law identifies

effectively prohibits entities, such as Facebook or Google, from

tech giants such as Facebook and Google as problematic, but

implementing facial recognition technology. The statute allows

the impact will be primarily borne by innovators, mom-and-pop

both the state attorney general and members of the public,

shops, and other small businesses. In a quest to punish technol-

through a statutory right of action, to enforce the law. Among

ogy giants for succeeding too much, as defined by the govern-

other requirements, BIPA:

59

ment and activists, the law will help the giants grow in power
and market share at the expense of smaller businesses.

•

Requires private entities … to obtain consent from a person
before collecting or disclosing their biometric identifiers.

Existing privacy laws such as California’s Consumer Privacy Act
and GDPR demonstrate the negative consequences of focusing

•

Requires private entities that possess such identifiers to

on corporate behavior, or the private sector, as the problem in

timely destroy them: when the purpose of collection ends,

need of solving rather than focusing on consumers and trying to

and in no event more than three years after the last contact

remedy consumer harm. The proposals overreach their targets,

with the subject.

insulate incumbents, prevent the free flow of information, and
suppress innovation.

•

Requires private entities to securely store such identifiers.
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•

Allows parties injured by violations of these rules to file lawsuits to hold businesses accountable.64

Texas’s law entitled Capture or Use of Biometric Identifier65 prohibits the “capture [of] biometric identifier[s] … for commercial
purpose[s] unless …” the private entity informs the individual
that the information is being captured and obtains his or her
consent. The law is slightly more permissive than Illinois’s law
as only the attorney general in Texas may bring an enforcement
action, but the potential consequences are statutorily much
higher than Illinois.66

“Many of the proposals lack specificity,
and because they share several
definitions in common, this is a problem
across all the proposals. For example, the
original text of Mississippi’s House Bill
1253 stated that it was the legislature’s
intent to prevent ‘the unauthorized
disclosure of personal information.”’

Finally, unlike Illinois and Texas, Washington law does not have a
specific name.67 The law is closer to that of Texas than to Illinois.
As with Texas, Washington requires companies to provide notice
and obtain consent from consumers prior to collecting the data.

Democrats control the legislative and executive branches in

Both Washington and Texas require companies to take “reason-

most of these states and most of the proposals are spearheaded

able care to guard against unauthorized access to and acqui-

by Democrats. The exceptions to Democratic control are Mis-

sition of biometric identifiers” and limits enforcement to the

sissippi and North Dakota. In North Dakota, the effort to enact

attorney general under the state’s consumer protection laws.69

privacy legislation was led by a Republican.

68

The proposals are not really focused on privacy, but on disrupt-

State Legislative Proposals

ing the relationship between a product or service provider and
the people who need or want services. That is, the proposals

As of the writing of this paper, only California has enacted state-

assume the problem they need to solve is corporate access to,

wide privacy legislation.70 A few other states have introduced

and use of, data. As such, the proposals are focused on corpo-

privacy legislation. Some state proposals are modeled after

rate behavior, not on consumers. If the proposals focused on

California’s privacy law while other proposals are independent.

consumers, the proposals would recognize the benefits many

71

of the services provide to consumers and would focus, instead,
While biometric privacy laws are not pure analogues to online

on remedying harms consumers suffer from the misuse of per-

privacy, the ex ante restrictions regarding the use and collection

sonal information.

of data both place on companies have similar consequences.
Both online privacy and biometric privacy laws have substan-

Many of the proposals have similar provisions and definitions.

tial impacts on innovation and disruption. Facebook and Google

Many of the proposals lack specificity, and because they share

for example, are faced or are facing legal challenges in Illinois

several definitions in common, this is a problem across all the

because of their facial recognition software.72 These lawsuits

proposals. For example, the original text of Mississippi’s House

deter innovators, both large and small, from operating in the

Bill 1253 stated that it was the legislature’s intent to prevent

state. The lawsuits also do not account for the risk of fines,

“the unauthorized disclosure of personal information.” But

investigations, or other actions state attorneys general may

the language of the proposal was unclear. Did the legislature

take.

intend to ameliorate the risk of hacking, prohibit the disclosure
of information to third parties without consumer consent, or

Comprehensive privacy proposals have been introduced in several states, including Hawaii,

73

Massachusetts,

74

Mississippi,

New Mexico,76 New York,77 North Dakota,78 and Washington.79
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Hawaii’s proposal includes a vague definition of consumer. It
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defines a consumer as “an individual who interacts with a busi-

All the proposals erect huge barriers to entry and obstacles for

ness within the state.” Does the business have to be within the

companies to overcome prior to offering services in the states.

state? If the business is not located in the state, the provision

The proposals apply equally to in-state and out-of-state busi-

would seem to run afoul of the Dormant Commerce Clause.

nesses if they meet certain thresholds. These obstacles include:

What does the legislature mean by “interacts”? Is this a physical
or digital interaction? Does the interaction have to be for the

•

purpose of commerce?

Creating a process for verifying consumer requests for
information, and specifically requests to know what type
of information the company collects about the consumer,

New Mexico’s proposal is unclear as to how often businesses

what type of categories the company breaks the informa-

must provide notice before collecting information. Under the

tion into, and to what entities the companies may sell the

proposal, businesses must “[a]t the time of or before collection

information;

of personal information … provide notice to the consumer …”
(emphasis added). The text would seem to indicate businesses

•

must obtain consumer consent every time before collecting

Requiring companies to respond to verified requests for
information within a set time period, often 45 days;80

information. This would mean before New Mexico residents
visit Amazon, Gmail, Facebook, or even the websites of New

•

Requiring companies to post extensive disclosures about

Mexico businesses, he or she would be forced to read through

the information they collect, why they collect various cat-

and consent to long disclosures.

egories of information, the companies with which they do
business, and more before individuals can consent to the
collection of information;

New York’s proposal is so vague that it would include anyone
who “in the course of their personal, business, commercial,
corporate … operations collects, receives, stores, maintains,

•

Prohibiting companies from denying services if a person

processes, or otherwise has access to personal information.”

opts-out of the information collecting practices or from dis-

(Emphasis added.) With an equally broad definition of “per-

criminating by providing a lesser service to those people; and

sonal information,” the proposal could subject anyone who
receives an email in New York to the state’s privacy proposal.

•

Allowing residents of the state to sue the companies if they
believe the companies violate the law, and provides either
for attorney’s fees, statutory damages, or both.

“New York’s proposal is so vague that
it would include anyone who ‘in the
course of their personal, business,
commercial, corporate … operations
collects, receives, stores, maintains,
processes, or otherwise has access to
personal information.”’

Nearly all the proposals would require “covered entities,”
whether companies or individuals as provided by the language,
to provide notice to the consumer regarding the data collection
practices and obtain the consumer’s consent. The notices provided according to the proposals would need to include a lot of
information, such as:
•

The categories of personal information to be collected and
the purposes for which the categories of personal information will be used;

•

Whether the information might be sold and that the consumer has a right to opt out of the sale of the personal information;
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•

The business purpose(s) for third party disclosure; and

The farthest-reaching proposal was probably that of Washington State.87 The proposal varies significantly both from Califor-

•

Consumers’ rights to request information.81

nia’s Privacy Law and many of the state proposals. Washington
State rather overtly attempted to codify GDPR within state law,

When a consumer submits a verified request for disclosure to a

which would have had disastrous consequences for innovation,

“covered entity” or business the proposals require it to respond

small businesses, and even individuals seeking to browse the

with more information than required during the “notice-and-

internet.

consent” period. For example, Hawaii’s proposal would require
a covered entity or business to disclose:

The proposal referenced GDPR positively and stated that “Washington residents deserve to enjoy the same level of robust pri-

[I]dentifying information that the business has col-

vacy safeguards.”88 The proposal also praised the benefits of

lected about the consumer, including

innovation and technology.

(1) The categories of identifying information the busi-

As with many of the other state proposals, the proposal applied

ness has collected about the consumer;

to “legal entities that conduct business in Washington or produce products or services that are intentionally targeted to

(2) The sources from which the identifying informa-

residents of Washington, and … (a) Controls or processes per-

tion about the consumer has been collected;

sonal data of one hundred thousand consumers or more; or

(3) The specific pieces of identifying information that

(b) Derives over fifty percent of gross revenue from the sale of

the business has collected from the consumer;

personal data and processes or controls personal data of twenty-five thousand consumers or more.”

(4) The business or commercial purposes for collecting or sharing the identifying information; and

If enacted, the proposal would have required those businesses,
regardless of whether they are in Washington State, to expend

(5) The categories of third parties with whom the

significant resources complying with the law’s demands. Imme-

business has shared identifying information about

diately after the definitions and jurisdictional statement, the

the consumer.

proposal required all entities satisfying the jurisdictional state-

82

ment to establish and hire personal data “Controllers.” ConA few of the proposals limit or prohibit the collection or use of

trollers would have several responsibilities, including complete

biometric information. 83 This includes the inability to use facial

compliance with the law, which included provisions like those

recognition software without individuals’ consent, though the

discussed for other states, such as receiving verified requests

face is the most common way for people to identify each oth-

from consumers and providing them with information regarding

er.

the data collected about them.

84

A few of the proposals also permit the state attorney general,

The Washington State proposal, though, added a new wrinkle

government commissions, or other governmental entity to pur-

to the responsibilities of controllers and the “rights” of consum-

sue companies that violate the law, promulgate additional rules

ers. Consumers could object to the information collected about

under the section, or both. For example, the New Mexico pro-

them and demand that the company correct any “inaccurate

posal would allow the state attorney general to establish addi-

personal data” and delete data the consumer believed “there

tional criteria for “biometric information” and issue advisory

[is] no business purpose for processing.”

opinions to help guide compliance. Similarly, at least one New
85

York proposal would require companies to submit “comprehen-

Controllers would have been required to conduct “risk assess-

sive security programs” for approval by the office of information

ments.” Those risk assessments must “identify and weigh the

technology services.86

benefits that may flow directly and indirectly from the process-
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ing [of the data] … against the potential risks to the rights of the
consumer associated with such processing …” If the potential
risk to privacy outweighed the benefit, the business would need
to obtain the consent of the consumer prior to processing. The
business would need to keep the assessment on file and provide it to the attorney general “upon request.” In other words,
the proposal would have required the business to justify why it
collects data and submit the business case to the government,
upon request.
State privacy proposals are aimed at regulating corporate conduct, rather than addressing consumer harms. They all identify
the private sector as the problem policymakers need to “solve.”
The proposals ignore the fact that the private sector is already
responding to the demands of consumers, creating tools to help
them manage their information.89

The Consumer Protection Model
A single, federal standard is ideal for laws or regulations. Until
Congress passes such a law, though, policymakers should consider a framework that both promotes innovation and protects
consumers. Most states, and the federal government, already
have that positive framework in place. That framework authorizes state attorneys general and the Federal Trade Commission
to pursue any company engaging in a fraudulent and deceptive
trade practices.90
States and the federal government share joint, and often concurrent, consumer protection jurisdiction.91 State consumer
protection laws, generally, fall into one of two broad categories:
those that prohibit unfair and deceptive practices; and those
that proscribe deceptive trade practices.92 All states have laws

“The FTC and state attorneys general
are well-positioned to identify and
solve actual harms to privacy —
whether breached contracts, data
breaches, and so on. The current
consumer-harm focused system
can both keep the private sector
accountable and provide the flexibility
necessary to promote innovation.”

proscribing deceptive trade practices,93 while a small number of
states also have laws proscribing unfair trade practices.94
The former point — that all states prohibit deceptive trade practices — is critical. Most companies offering services or products

agreements or misrepresents how it uses data, state and federal

to people through the internet have terms of service, privacy

consumer protection agencies can act to protect disaffected

policies, and other similar documents posted on their web-

consumers without comprehensive privacy laws.95

sites. Through these documents, companies make representations and promises to individuals regarding specific standards,

States are free to bring their own enforcement actions, often

including the use of consumer data. If a company breaches its

through their state’s attorney general, against companies that
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violate representations made to consumers.96 State consumer

sector. The proposals substitute the government’s judgment

protection laws may also permit private causes of action brought

for consumer choice. The proposals will do little to address the

by disaffected consumers or companies. States may elect to

“problems” of privacy by insulating the current incumbents from

follow FTC standards for deceptive trade practices or they may

competition while reducing consumer choice and innovation.

97

craft their own standards. Some states have elected to fol98

low the FTC standards of the 1980s, which defines unfairness

Privacy is an ethereal concept. The term currently means what-

as “conduct that ‘offends public policy,’ ‘is immoral, unethical,

ever activists, policymakers, and others want it to mean. That

oppressive, or unscrupulous,’ and ‘causes substantial injury to

definition may be rooted in the traditional American under-

consumers.” A minority of states shifted with the FTC in 1980,

standing of privacy, or it may not be.

99

when it “shifted the focus of the federal test primarily to the
substantial consumer injury component, making it significantly

Policymakers should look identify actual harms to consumers

more difficult for the government to establish a violation.”100

and figure out solutions to those actual harms. Those solutions
may take the form of limited ex ante prescriptions, as in the case

The FTC and state attorneys general are well-positioned to iden-

of HIPAA or COPPA; ex post regulations that react to violations

tify and solve actual harms to privacy — whether breached con-

of contract or representations, as in the case of the Federal

tracts, data breaches, and so on. The current consumer-harm

Trade Commission’s current privacy enforcement regime; or a

focused system can both keep the private sector accountable

bit of both.

and provide the flexibility necessary to promote innovation.
The current ex post approach to privacy enforcement has led to
This is not to say the current system is perfect. Policymakers

the explosion of the online ecosystem, adding trillions of dol-

could examine the current system and see where there is room

lars in value to the economy, creating hundreds of thousands of

for improvement. For example, should governments have a role

high-paying jobs, and providing services in high demand. Com-

promoting increased transparency regarding terms of service

prehensive privacy legislation could hamper, or even destroy,

or should governments have a role protecting consumers from

this vibrant online ecosystem.

ever-changing terms of service?
State consumer protection agencies and attorneys general can

Conclusion

look to the FTC for guidance. Until federal legislation is enacted,
state attorneys general can supplement the FTC’s enforcement
using state consumer protection laws. State policymakers would

California’s privacy law and the current proposed privacy laws

do well to look to existing frameworks, questioning whether

in states fail to identify actual harms to consumers. Instead,

they are sufficient before contemplating comprehensive legis-

they rely on conjectural harms rooted in a distrust of the private

lation.
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